
 

The rapidly populating coastal region from
the Gulf to Pakistan faces a huge tsunami
risk

April 6 2017, by Camilla Penney

  
 

  

Muscat in Oman is particularly vulnerable. Credit: Pixabay

That tsunamis can cause death and devastation has become painfully
clear over the past two decades. On Boxing Day, 2004, a magnitude 9
earthquake off the coast of Sumatra caused waves several metres high to
devastate the Indian Ocean – killing more than 230,000 people in 14
countries. In 2011, another magnitude 9 earthquake, this time off Japan,
produced waves up to 20 metres in height, flooding the Fukushima
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-pacific/4204385.stm


 

nuclear reactor. It killed more than 15,000 people.

A new study, published in Geophysical Journal International, by my
colleagues and me suggests that a 1,000km long fault at the northern end
of the Arabian Sea may pose a similar threat.

The Makran, as the southern coastal region of Iran and Pakistan is
known, is a subduction zone. In such regions, one of the Earth's tectonic
plates is dragged beneath another, forming a giant fault known as a
"megathrust". As the plates move past each other, they can get stuck,
causing stress to build up. At some point the stress becomes high enough
that the megathrust breaks in an earthquake.

This was exactly what caused the Sumatra 2004 and Tohoku 2011
earthquakes. When a megathrust moves suddenly, the whole seafloor is
offset and the water has to move out of the way over a huge area. This
sets off waves with particular characteristics that can cross entire oceans:
tsunamis. The phenomenon, along with their potentially large size,
makes subduction zone earthquakes particularly dangerous.

But just because a part of a subduction zone produces earthquakes
doesn't mean that the whole megathrust can move in one go. We often
see that stress builds up at different rates on different parts of the fault,
with some parts sliding smoothly past each other. How much of a
megathrust can move in one go is important because it determines the
size of the resulting earthquake. The amount that the Makran megathrust
can move in earthquakes has been a longstanding question, but the
hostile climate and challenging politics of the region have made research
there difficult.
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http://www.npa.go.jp/archive/keibi/biki/higaijokyo_e.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/gji/article/doi/10.1093/gji/ggx126/3079295/Megathrust-and-accretionary-wedge-properties-and
http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/eoc/teachers/t_tectonics/p_subduction.html
https://www2.usgs.gov/faq/categories/9838/3312
https://www2.usgs.gov/faq/categories/9838/3312
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2007JB004981/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/91JB02165/full
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The Makran region. Credit: NASA

We know that the eastern part of the Makran megathrust (in Pakistan)
can produce large earthquakes. A magnitude 8.1 quake off the coast of
western Pakistan in 1945 caused a tsunami which killed about 300
people along the coasts of Pakistan and Oman. There have been several
smaller earthquakes on the megathrust since, including a magnitude 6 in
February this year.

If the western part of the Makran (in Iran) also produces earthquakes –
and the whole Makran megathrust were to move in one go – it could
produce a magnitude 9 earthquake, similar to those in Sumatra and
Tohoku.

However, we have never actually recorded a subduction earthquake in
this part of Makran. In fact, there are only records of one candidate
quake from 1483 – and the actual location of this is disputed. But it's
important to keep in mind that just because we haven't seen an
earthquake doesn't mean that there couldn't be one – particularly since
the intervals between earthquakes are often hundreds or thousands of
years. Historically, not many people have lived in the remote Iranian
Makran, a desert which killed Alexander the Great's army. So
earthquakes might simply not have been documented.

GPS data

We used new data to look for tell-tale signs of a possible earthquake.
Imagine a piece of paper on a table. If you hold one end and push the
other end towards it, the paper crumples up and the distance between the
two ends gets shorter. If you let go, the paper flattens out. The fixed end
is like a megathrust which is stuck. Indeed, if the Arabian plate is stuck,
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http://www.academia.edu/1762587/Hazard_implications_of_the_late_arrival_of_the_1945_Makran_tsunami
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20008ic7#executive
http://jgs.lyellcollection.org/content/166/3/387.short


 

and stress is building up, southern Iran will be squeezed and shortened.
We can look for evidence of this shortening by using a more accurate
version of the GPS systems found in smartphones. My coauthors from
the National Cartographic Centre in Iran have set up a network of GPS
stations to measure how fast different parts of Iran are moving relative
to Arabia.

  
 

  

The 2004 Sumatra tsunami strikes Ao Nang, Thailand. Credit: David
Rydevik/wikipedia, CC BY-SA

We found that the velocities fit with Iran being shortened near the coast,
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http://www.ncc.org.ir/HomePage.aspx?lang=en-US&site=NCCPortal&tabid=1


 

suggesting that stress is indeed building up – and meaning there could be
a large subduction earthquake in the future. This fits with recent work
looking at large boulders along the coast of Oman, thought to have been
deposited by tsunamis. The locations of these boulders suggest that the
tsunami which brought them there would need to have come from a
subduction earthquake, either in western Makran or along the entire
subduction zone – including Pakistan. These boulders were probably
deposited in the last 5,000 years, but we can't know for sure.

This is a hazard that people need to be aware of, particularly those living
in coastal regions around the Arabian Sea. Rapid urbanisation along the
Omani and Pakistani coasts in recent years has increased the population
exposed to earthquakes and tsunamis in the Makran. Karachi, at the
eastern end of the subduction zone, is now a megacity and home to
around 25m people. Much of Muscat, the Omani capital, is less than 10
metres above sea level, making it vulnerable to tsunamis. The port of
Gwadar in Pakistan, which was badly damaged in a 1945 earthquake, is
also undergoing massive development.

To help protect these people, and make sure that they are properly
prepared, we need to understand this hazard better. Education and early
warning are both key – exercises testing the Indian Ocean Tsunami
Warning System are a step in the right direction, especially if they
engage the public.

At the moment, we can only say that a large earthquake in the Makran is
consistent with the limited data which we have available. By continuing
to work with scientists in Iran and Pakistan to make more measurements
I hope that in the future we will have a much better idea of what to
expect from this subduction zone.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11069-012-0399-7
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=48650#.WONnSUe1tnw
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=48650#.WONnSUe1tnw
https://phys.org/tags/earthquake/
https://phys.org/tags/subduction+zone/
http://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/the-rapidly-populating-coastal-region-from-the-gulf-to-pakistan-faces-a-huge-tsunami-risk-75569
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